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Abstract 

We present a Swedish-Turkish parallel 
corpus and the automatic annotation 
procedure with tools that we have been 
using in order to build the corpus effi-
ciently. The method presented here can 
be transferred directly to build other 
parallel corpora.  

1 Introduction 

Parallel corpora containing texts and their transla-
tions have been a popular research area within 
natural language processing during the last decade.  
This is due to the fact that parallel corpora are very 
useful in language research allowing empirical 
studies, and various applications in natural lan-
guage processing. In the past years, methods have 
been developed to build parallel corpora by auto-
matic means, and to re-use translational data from 
such corpora for several applications, such as ma-
chine translation, multi-lingual lexicography, and 
cross-lingual domain-specific terminology.  

In this paper, we describe a Swedish-Turkish 
parallel corpus, and the method and tools used for 
building it. Our primary goal is to build a represen-
tative language resource for Swedish and Turkish 
to be able to study the relations between these lan-
guages. The components of the language resource 
are texts that are in translational relation to each 
other and are analyzed linguistically.  More spe-
cifically, our goal is to build a Swedish-Turkish 
parallel corpus with contrastive studies in focus.  

We build the corpus automatically by using a 
basic language resource kit (BLARK) for the in-
volved languages and appropriate tools for the 
automatic alignment and correction of data. We 
choose tools that are user-friendly, understandable 

and easy to learn by people with less computer 
skills, thereby allowing researchers and students to 
align and correct the corpus data by themselves.  

The corpus is part of the project “Supporting re-
search environment for minor languages” aiming at 
building various types of language resources for 
Turkish, Hindi and Classic languages. The Swed-
ish-Turkish corpus serves as a pilot project for 
building corpora for other language pairs dissimilar 
in language structure. Therefore, efforts are put on 
developing a general method and using tools that 
can be applied to other language pairs easily.  

The Swedish-Turkish parallel corpus is intended 
to be used in teaching, research, and applications 
such as machine translation.   

 The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
gives an overview of parallel corpora; Section 3 
describes the corpus data while Section 4 presents 
the method for building the corpus and the tools 
used. In Section 5, we suggest some further im-
provements and lastly, in Section 6, we summarize 
the paper.  
 
 

2 Parallel Corpora 

A parallel corpus is usually defined as a collection 
of original texts translated to another language 
where the texts, paragraphs, sentences, and words 
are typically linked to each other.  

One of the most well-known and frequently used 
parallel corpora is Europarl (Koehn, 2002) which 
is a collection of material including 11 European 
languages taken from the proceedings of the Euro-
pean Parliament. Another parallel corpus is the 
JRC-Acquis Multilingual Parallel Corpus 
(Steinberger et al., 2006). It is the largest existing 
parallel corpus of today concerning both its size 
and the number of languages covered. The corpus 
consists of above 20 languages and 8,000 docu-
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ments of legislative text, covering a variety of do-
mains. Another often used resource is the Bible 
translated to a large number of languages and col-
lected and annotated by Resnik et al. (1999). The 
OPUS corpus (Tiedemann and Nygaard, 2004) is 
another example of a freely available parallel lan-
guage resource.  

There are, of course, many other parallel corpus 
resources that contain sentences and words aligned 
in two languages only. Such corpora often exist for 
languages in Europe, for example the English-
Norwegian Parallel Corpus (Oksefjell, 1999) and 
the IJS-ELAN Slovene-English Parallel Corpus 
(Erjavec, 2002). It is especially common to include 
English as one of the two languages in the pair. 
Parallel corpora for languages other than European 
or that exclude English are rare. There is therefore 
a need to develop language resources in general, 
and parallel corpora in particular for other lan-
guage pairs as well.  

Next, we describe the development of a Swed-
ish-Turkish parallel corpus. To our knowledge, 
there is no similar or comparable resource such as 
the corpus we present in this paper. 
 
 

3 Corpus Content  

The corpus consists of original texts and their 
translations from Turkish to Swedish and from 
Swedish to Turkish with the exception of one text 
which is a translation to both languages. 

We collected written texts to build a balanced 
corpus with respect to translational direction. The 
corpus contains both fiction and technical docu-
ments. The fiction part consists of one full novel 
“The White Castle” by Orhan Pamuk, and the first 
chapter of “Sofie’s world” by Jostein Gaardner.  
As for the non-fiction, a book “Islam and Europe” 
by Ingmar Karlsson, a booklet “Information from 
the Swedish Migration office” and a number of 
short information brochures for Turkish immi-
grants from Swedish governmental agencies are 
included.  

In Table 1, the corpus material is summarized. 
In total, the corpus consists of approximately 
150,000 tokens in Swedish and 126,000 tokens in 
Turkish. Divided into text types, the fiction part of 
the corpus includes 59,720 tokens in Swedish, and 
41,484 tokens in Turkish. The technical documents 

are larger and contain 90,901 tokens in Swedish, 
and 85,171 tokens in Turkish.  

The current material presented here serves as pi-
lot linguistic data for the Swedish-Turkish parallel 
corpus. We intend to extend the material to other 
texts, both technical and fiction, in the future.  
 

Table 1. The corpus data divided into text cate-
gories with number of tokens and types. 
 

Document # Token # Type 

Fiction   

The White Castle - Swe 53232 7748 

The White Castle - Tur 36684 12472 

Sofie's world - Swe 6488 1466 

Sofie's world - Tur 4800 2215 

Non-fiction     

Islam and Europe - Swe 55945 10977 

Islam and Europa - Tur 48893 14128 

Info about Sweden - Swe 24107 4576 

Info about Sweden - Tur 23660 7119 

Retirement - Swe 3417 818 

Retirement - Tur 3664 1188 

Dublin - Swe 392 169 

Dublin - Tur 394 230 

Pregnancy - Swe 949 409 

Pregnancy - Tur 1042 567 

Psychology - Swe 347 193 

Psychology - Tur 281 220 

Movement - Swe 543 300 

Movement - Tur 568 369 

Social security - Swe 5201 846 

Social security - Tur 6669 2025 

 

4 Corpus Annotation Procedure 

The corpus material is processed automatically by 
using various tools making the annotation, align-
ment and manual correction easy and straightfor-
ward for users with less computer skills. This is 
necessary, as our ambition is to allow researchers 
and students of particular languages to enlarge the 
corpus by automatically processing and correcting 
the new data by themselves. 

The following steps below give an overview of 
the annotation procedure and the involved tools.  
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1. Preprocessing for cleaning up the original 

files, partly manually. 
2. UplugConnector for markup, linguistic analy-

sis and alignment in a graphical interface to the 
Uplug toolkit (Tiedemann, 2003). 

3. ISA (Tiedemann, 2006) for visualization of 
sentence alignment and manual correction. 

4. Visualization of the material with the linguistic 
analysis without showing the structural markup 
using Hpricot. 

5. ICA (Tiedemann, 2006) for visualization of 
the word alignment.  

 

4.1 Preprocessing 

First, the original materials received from the pub-
lishers in various formats are cleaned up. For ex-
ample, rtf, doc, and pdf documents are converted 
to plain text files. In the case of the original pdf-
file, we scanned and proof-read the material and, 
where necessary, corrected it to ensure that the 
plain text file is complete and correct.  

Then, the texts are encoded according to interna-
tional standards by using UTF-8 (Unicode). The 
plain text files are then processed by various tools. 
The sentences of the formatted texts in the source 
and target language are linguistically analyzed and 
aligned automatically, and the words are linked to 
each other in the two languages. Next, the corpus 
architecture and tools used to build the corpus is 
presented in more detail. 

 

4.2 Corpus Markup 

The clean plain text files are processed to markup 
the data, to annotate it with morpho-syntactic fea-
tures, and to align the texts on the paragraph, sen-
tence and word level. For this purpose, we use the 
Uplug toolkit which is a collection of tools for 
processing corpus data, created by Jörg Tiedemann 
(2003). Uplug was developed for word alignment 
in parallel corpora and utilizes BLARKs where 
possible. Uplug can be used for sentence splitting, 
tokenization, tagging by using external taggers, 
and paragraph, sentence and word alignment. Fig-
ure 1 gives an overview of the main modules in the 
corpus annotation procedure with Uplug.  

All tools included are freely available for re-
search purposes and are built in as components in 
the Uplug toolkit.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Modules of Uplug  
 

The Uplug package consists of a number of perl 
scripts accessible by line commands with a large 
number of options and sometimes utilizing piping 
between commands. To facilitate easier access and 
usage of these scripts, a graphical user interface, 
UplugConnector, was developed in Java for the 
project. Here, the user can in a simple fashion 
choose a specific task to be performed and let the 
graphical user interface (GUI) set up the proper 
sequence of calls to Uplug and subsequently exe-
cute them. The figure below illustrates the Uplug 
Connector interface. 

 
Figure 2. The Uplug Connector 

 
The user can optionally give the location of the 

source and target files, decide where the output 
should be saved, and specify the encoding for the 
input and output files. For the markup, basic struc-
tural markup, sentence segmentation, and tokeniza-
tion are available. In the toolkit, the user can also 

Source text 

Formatting 

Word alignment 

Sentence alignment 

Linguistic analysis 

Target text 

Aligned source and target text 
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call for the sentence and word aligners and their 
visualization tool. 

Further, the Uplug Connector GUI has been 
constructed to give the possibility to include calls 
to new scripts outside Uplug for complementary 
analysis, when such needs arise. The user can eas-
ily access to another resource if the available ones 
do not fit his/her needs, for example an external 
tokenizer, sentence splitter, or tagger.  
 

4.2.1 Formatting 

Each part of the corpus is clearly marked and an-
notated. We use the international XML Corpus 
Encoding Standard (XCES) for the annotation 
format.  

The plain text files are processed by various 
tools in the BLARKs of the two languages. The 
sentence splitter is used to break the texts into sen-
tences, and the texts are tokenized for both lan-
guages. Since the default tokenizer in Uplug (to 
our knowledge) does not handle character entities 
and hyphens in Turkish words correctly, an alter-
native tokenizer was developed in the project,  
loosely based on the Penn Treebank tokenizer by 
Robert MacIntyre (1995).  

The sentences and words are then marked as s 
and w respectively, and receive an identification 
number. An example taken from Orhan Pamuk’s 
book “The White Castle” is shown below for the 
sentence “Some other title did not exist” first in 
Swedish “Någon annan titel fanns inte.”,  

 
<s id="s11.4"> 
<w id="w11.4.1">Någon</w> 
<w id="w11.4.2">annan</w> 
<w id="w11.4.3">titel</w> 
<w id="w11.4.4">fanns</w> 
<w id="w11.4.5">inte</w> 
<w id="w11.4.6">.</w> 
</s> 

 
then in Turkish “Başka bir başlık yoktu.” : 
 

<s id="s10.5"> 
<w id="w10.5.1">Başka</w> 
<w id="w10.5.2">bir</w> 
<w id="w10.5.3">başlık</w> 
<w id="w10.5.4">yoktu</w> 
<w id="w10.5.5">.</w> 
</s> 

4.2.2 Linguistic analysis  

Once the sentences and tokens are identified, the 
data is analyzed linguistically. For the linguistic 
annotation, external morphological analyzers and 
part-of-speech taggers are used for the specific 
languages.  

The Swedish texts are annotated with the Tri-
grams’n’Tags PoS tagger (Brants, 2000). The tag-
ger was trained on Swedish (Megyesi, 2002) using 
the Stockholm-Umeå Corpus (SUC, 1997). For the 
labels, we use the PAROLE annotation scheme 
developed for Swedish (Ejerhed and Ridings, 
1995). The tokens are annotated with part-of-
speech and morphological features and are disam-
biguated according to the syntactic context with an 
accuracy of approximately 96% (Megyesi, 2002). 
An example of the morphological annotation for 
the same sentence as previously is shown below.  
 

<s id="s11.4"> 
<w pos="DI@US@S" id="w11.4.1">Någon</w> 
<w pos="AQPUSNIS" id="w11.4.2">annan</w> 
<w pos="NCUSN@IS" id="w11.4.3">titel</w> 
<w pos="V@IISS" id="w11.4.4">fanns</w> 
<w pos="RG0S" id="w11.4.5">inte</w> 
<w pos="FE" id="w11.4.6">.</w> 
</s> 

 
The Turkish material is analyzed linguistically 

by using an automatic morphological analyzer 
developed for Turkish (Oflazer, 1994). Each token 
in the text is segmented and annotated with mor-
phological features including part-of-speech. The 
morphological analyzer does not disambiguate the 
tokens. Preliminary results show on part of the 
Turkish material that 74% of the tokens were cor-
rectly and completely analyzed with morphological 
features. The rest of the tokens are either ambigu-
ous, or are unknown, often foreign words.  

4.2.3 Sentence alignment, visualization 
and correction 

Aligning the translated segments with source seg-
ments are essential for building parallel corpora. 
We use standard techniques for the establishment 
of links between source and target language seg-
ments. Paragraphs and sentences are aligned by 
using the length-based approach developed by 
Gale and Church (1993).  
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The aligned sentences are stored in XML for-
mat, as shown in the example below.   
 

<cesAlign toDoc="vt.xml" version="1.0"  from 
    Doc="vs_tnt.xml"> 
<linkGrp targType="s" toDoc="vt.xml"  from 

Doc="vs_tnt.xml"> 
<link certainty="8" xtargets="s1.1;s1.1" id="SL0.1"/> 
<link certainty="111" xtargets="s2.1;s2.1" id="SL0.2"/> 
<link certainty="-1287" xtargets="s3.1;s2.2 s3.1" 

 id="SL0.3"/> 
<link certainty="340" xtargets="s3.2;s3.2" id="SL0.4"/> 
<link certainty="114" xtargets="s3.3;s3.3" id="SL0.5"/> 
... 

 
As the XML representation of the linking result 

is not user friendly even for people used to this 
kind of annotation, an interface for the visualiza-
tion of the alignment result is required. In addition, 
since the automatic alignment generates some er-
rors, we also need an interface for the manual cor-
rection of these.  

As a tool for the correction of the sentence 
alignment, we choose the system ISA (Interactive 
Sentence Alignment) developed by Tiedemann 
(2006). ISA is a graphical interface for automatic 
and manual sentence alignment which uses the 
alignment tools implemented in Uplug. It handles 
the manual correction of the sentence alignment in 
a user-friendly, interactive fashion. Figure 3 shows 
ISA with the aligned sentences taken from Orhan 
Pamuk's book “The White Castle”.  

 
 

Figure 3. ISA showing the aligned sentences from 
“The White Castle”.  
 

Once the sentences are aligned in the source and 
target language, we send it for manual correction 
to a student who speaks both languages. With the 
help of ISA, the manual correction is easy and fast.   

The results we present below are based on the 
sentence alignment results for the first chapter of 
the novel “The White Castle” by Orhan Pamuk.  

The manually corrected alignment resulted in 
178 sentence pairs after merges and splits. The 
distribution of the alignment types after the manual 
alignment is shown in column two in Table 2.  
 

Table 2. Distribution of manual alignment for vari-
ous link types and the result of the automatic sen-
tence alignment.  

 

 
 

The Uplug automatic sentence alignment pro-
duced 168 sentence pairs. The correctness of these 
compared with the manual alignment is presented 
in column three and four in Table 2. Our results 
show that 74.4% of the sentences were correctly 
aligned by the automatic aligner. All one-to-two 
links and 87.3% of the one-to-one mappings are 
correct. The lowest score are the two-to-one 
alignments, where 33% are correctly aligned.  

For displaying the corrected sentence output 
from ISA after manual correction of the alignment 
together with the linguistic analysis, a script utiliz-
ing the structural XML-parser Hpricot (2006) was 
developed. It takes as input the tagged XML-files 
for the language pair together with the XML file 
containing the sentence alignment results produced 
by ISA and generates an HTML-file which is dis-
playing the sentences aligned together with the 
linguistic information for each word shown in pop-
up windows. 
 

Automatic  
 

Link type:  
Swedish-
Turkish 

Manual 
Number Number Correct (%) 

1-0 9 0 0 

1-1 144 126 110 (87.3) 

1-2 3 3 3 (100) 

2-1 15 39 12 (33.0) 

3-1 7 0 0 

Total 178 168 125 (74.4) 
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Figure 4. Visualization of aligned sentence pairs 
with linguistic annotation shown in the pop-up 
window.  
 

The visualization tool makes it easier for students 
and researchers to study the grammatical annota-
tion for the words and chosen structures for trans-
lation than the structurally marked up version of 
the corpus.   
 

4.2.4 Word alignment and visualization 

As the next step, words and phrases are aligned 
using the clue alignment approach (Tiedemann, 
2003), and the toolbox for statistical machine 
translation GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003), also 
implemented in Uplug.  

Results show that the word aligner aligned ap-
proximately 69% of the words correctly. For a 
pilot evaluation of the results, we investigated the 
error level on 7,077 word pairs in Swedish and 
Turkish sorted by decreasing frequency taken from 
“The White Castle”.  

Of the incorrectly aligned pairs that appeared at 
least twice in the material, 61% of the errors can be 
considered due to grammatical differences between 
the two languages. Often, Swedish has an expres-
sion of several tokens while Turkish expresses the 
same in one token. For example, the aligner often 
fails to attach the preposition (till, ‘to’) in preposi-
tional phrases in Swedish (till sultanen, ‘to the 
sultan’) to the single Turkish word (padişaha). The 
aligner also fails to attach the subordinate conjunc-
tion (som, ‘that’) and the 3rd person pronoun (han, 
‘he’) in the Swedish utterance (som han ville, ‘that 
which he wanted’) to the Turkish segment ex-
pressed as one single word, the verb (istediğini, 
‘that what he wanted’) since Turkish is a pro-drop 
language and can leave out the pronominal subject 
and the relative clause is constructed as various 
participial forms with verbal suffixes.  

The remaining errors, which constitute ap-
proximately 39% of the wrongly aligned material, 

cannot be explained by grammatical differences 
between the two languages. Rather, these might 
appear as a consequence of the previously occur-
ring errors in the sentence alignment. 

To visualize the word alignment result in a sim-
ple way, a new script for HTML-visualization of 
the word alignment result was included in the 
UplugConnector. This takes as input the text file 
with word link information produced by Uplug, see 
Figure 5, and shows the word-pair frequencies. 
This visualization in fact serves as a bilingual lexi-
con created from the source and target language 
data. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. HTML-visualization of word alignment. 
 

5 Further Developments 

In the near future, we would like to extend the 
linguistic analysis with syntactic features for both 
languages, and apply a better morphological analy-
sis for Turkish sentences. Also, we plan to use 
these annotations to improve the automatic word 
alignment, and use an appropriate tool for visualiz-
ing the syntactic annotation. In this way, we easily 
can build a parallel treebank. Finally, manual cor-
rections of all materials in the corpus are carried 
out.  

 

6 Conclusions 

We presented a Swedish-Turkish parallel corpus − 
a less processed language pair − containing ap-
proximately 150,000 tokens in Swedish, and 
126,000 tokens in Turkish. The corpus is automati-
cally created by re-using and adjusting existing 
tools for the automatic alignment and its visualiza-
tion, and basic language resource kits for the auto-
matic annotation of the involved languages. The 
corpus is already in use in language teaching, pri-
marily in Turkish.  
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